Awarded 5 QS Stars for Excellence in 2012.

unisa.edu.au/international

The University of South Australia is pleased to announce that we have been awarded 5 QS Stars for excellence in the 2012 QS World University Rankings. The QS Stars system is intended to recognise excellence in higher education. A Five Stars university is generally world class in a broad range of areas, enjoys a high reputation and has cutting edge facilities and internationally renowned research and teaching faculty.
"In whatever we undertake, we always have to take that first step."

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL LADY!

WEIRDO ALERT!

IT'S BEST NOT TO PONDER TOO DEEPLY...

OPERATION CLEANUP!

NOTHING WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED IF YOU DON'T JUST GET MOVING.

WHAT DID HE JUST PUT DOWN?

CONNECTING VIA BLUETOOTH...

HEEY SEXY LADY

WOW! WHAT SOUND!

YOU'RE A FUNNY GUY!

ST-XD07
- WIRELESS MUSIC STREAMING WITH BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY
- TOTAL DIGITAL CLEAR STEREO SOUND SYSTEM
- BATTERY & USB & AUX POWER OPERATION
- BUILT-IN 2000MAH LI-ION RECHARGEABLE BATTERY WITH DIAELECTRIC DIAMETER OF APPROXIMATELY 1.8 IN.
- LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

BIG IMPACTS DON'T NEED TO COME FROM A BIG PACKAGE
THE LIST
FASHIONISTA MOVIES

by Samantha Perera

CONSTANTLY EVOLVING AND IMPRESSING, ONE PERSON WHO STANDS OUT THE MOST IS THE WORLD OF FASHION. AS IT CONTINUES TO INNOVATE AND EXPAND, THE NEED FOR COMPETENCY AND STYLE REMAINS VITAL. THIS LIST OF 10 STYLISH MOVIES IS THE PERFECT GUIDE FOR THE FASHION-CONSCIOUS MOVIE LOVER.

1. FACTORY GIRL
   
   This movie may seem like just another fashion biopic, but it's actually a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it. The story of a young woman who starts working at a high-end fashion house and quickly rises to the top is both inspiring and informative. It's a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it.

2. SEX AND THE CITY
   
   This movie is a must-watch for anyone who loves fashion. The story of four friends who live in New York City and navigate their personal and professional lives through the world of fashion is both entertaining and informative. It's a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it.

3. THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA
   
   This movie is a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it. The story of a young woman who starts working at a high-end fashion house and quickly rises to the top is both inspiring and informative. It's a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it.

4. THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE
   
   This movie is a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it. The story of a young woman who starts working at a high-end fashion house and quickly rises to the top is both inspiring and informative. It's a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it.

5. GOLIANDER
   
   This movie is a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it. The story of a young woman who starts working at a high-end fashion house and quickly rises to the top is both inspiring and informative. It's a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it.

6. CONFESSIONS OF A SHOPAHOLIC
   
   This movie is a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it. The story of a young woman who starts working at a high-end fashion house and quickly rises to the top is both inspiring and informative. It's a great way to learn about the fashion industry and the careers within it.

7. BOWS & FEATHERS
   
   www.bowsandfeathers.com
   
   Unlike its name, Bows & Feathers is a fashion concept that focuses strongly on high-end, unique, and statement pieces. Inspired by the street culture in Nigeria, Hong Kong, and Tokyo, Bows & Feathers carries pieces that range from casual to chic.

8. LACE & EBONY
   
   laceandebony.com
   
   Recognized for being chic and edgy, Lace & Ebony mixes the boldness of streetwear with the elegance of classic fashion. Their collection features everything from casual outfits to stunning evening wear, ensuring that you always look your best.

9. RUNWAY BANDITS
   
   www.runwaybandits.com
   
   Founded in early 2008, Runway Bandits is an online store that provides customers with contemporary fashion items at reasonable prices. They're dedicated to providing customers with the latest in fashion and trends, ensuring that you always stay ahead of the curve.

10. SKINNED
    
    shopskinned.com
    
    Skinned is an online store that offers unique, fashionable pieces at affordable prices. Their collection includes everything from casual wear to elegant evening gowns, ensuring that you always look your best.
TAIPEI

As a bustling metropolis, it’s no surprise that Taidpe is a hotspot for indie fashion and artisan colloborations where you can indulge in out-of-date culture by day and rock your heads off to indie bands by night. You can easily explore these areas using their network of MRT stations.

ZHONGSHAN MRT

The streets around the Zhongshan MRT are choke-a-loc with some of Taidpe’s top indie boutiques, many of which specialize in handwoven goods.

For quirky teens, check out Bousu, whose organic cotton wear features illustrations of Taiwanese daily life or Dalamih, with their whimsy sense of humor. For handwoven items, locally woven provides handmade items by artisans while the King Creative Company offers handmade ceramics.

XIMENDING MRT

Paradise for its youth-oriented vibe, its streets are lined with vendors and hackers that give this area a lively buzz that’s fun for people-watching.

In the weekends, the Red House Theater hosts a Variety for Artists & Designers, where you can find one-of-a-kind items from upcoming designers. For some indie music love to Riverside Live House, one of Taidpe’s top live venues.

SHIDA (GUOTONG MRT)

Home to National Taiwan Normal University, the area is dotted with lots of indie coffee and local shops with student-friendly prices.

Check out the silver smithing workshop at Primary Silver, and the Magu Shou Gai, which retains traditional Taiwanese aesthetics as well as handcrafted items. Music enthusiasts should pop into White Rabbit, which is known for its outstanding selection of albums by indie and post-rock Taiwanese groups. For live music, Sufi’s is a favourite student hangout, as in Kaohsiung by the Sea.

SHIDA (GUOTONG MRT)


EAST DISTRICT

EBROGUE FUKING & SUN TAI-SEN MEMORIAL MRT

This area is filled with trendy and upscale stores and restaurants. Both Pro Metal Jewelry and Shengfeng both specialize in jewelry made locally using natural materials and construction methods. Taidpe is a narrow alley Figure 11 sells handmade leather bags and accessories while the quirky Shih Shih offers different handmade accessories with a vintage twist.

Cafés here tend to be themed which ranges from gourmet tea salons like Ch’a Ch’a to the eclectic Papa Bubble Cafe which has dressing making demonstrations.

KAOSHIUNG

Taiwan’s second largest city, Kaohsiung in 90 minutes from Taidpe via High Speed Rail (HSR). In recent years, it has made great strides in transforming itself from a primarily industrial city into a bustling metropolis known for its arts scene.

SIZIHUAN MRT

A neighborhood surrounded by the ocean and containing the old harbour, the area is ideal for cultural and historical discoveries.

For a local student vibe, concerntions and the famous Wutong Festival, you can join the tours that host local goods on weekends. For local eats, the Xingzhua is an important venue for both locals and foreign artists.

LIUME NIGHT MARKET

One of Kaohsiung’s most famous foodie scenes over 30 stalls - most of them serve dishes rarely seen in supermarkets. The market is one of the most popular as it is next to one of the many night markets in Taiwan - university students from the area come here every evening after the market closes.
To paraphrase Charles Darwin – it is neither the strongest nor the most intelligent species that comes up tops. It is the one that is most adaptable to change that does. So it comes as no surprise that the same can be said to describe the evolution of fashion – or rather, men’s fashion to be exact.

Gone are the days when one can sneer at men’s fashion for being boring or sloppy. With an unprecedented emergence of fashion magazines, festivals and online fervour dedicated to the male fashion aficionado, these “New Age Men” as they’re termed, are going the extra mile to outdo their female counterparts in terms of aesthetics, execution and style. It’s adapt or die!

NEW AGE MENS

BY KESAVAN LOGANATHAN
EDITED BY PRABHU SILVAM

CLOTHING BASICS

Gone are the days of basic-coloured shirts that are more in tune with dads than dads. Today’s tops come in delectably bold hues and patterns that make you stand out in the urban jungle more than King Kong in a bata. From bright pink tops (they’re no longer for ladies only) to superhero-printed ones from Uniqlo, mojito goes.

Baggy, lumberjack-inspired fittings have evolved into figure-hugging proportions that hide nothing (including what you had for breakfast). The iconic muscle-cooler silhouette has propelled itself into a more defined and leaner contour, especially notable in the skinny jeans + high-top fade mode popular by K-Pop boy bands.

FROM THE INSIDE

Looking good is skin deep as well, and this means bringing out the artillery of facial scrubs, moisturisers and after-shave gels. Skincare companies have caught on the trend, with brands like Rehab London now catering to all sorts of men’s skin types. Blackheads and ingrown hairs? Consider them erased. Need moisturiser for sensitive skin? No problem. Sebum, leaving porcelain skin is no longer only in the realm of pretty boys (and girls) of Asian pop.

So if fashion continually evolves and fads continue to influence today’s New Age Man, what will be the next trend? Move over man makeup and man heels...

WIN!

We’re giving away 5 sets of Rehab London’s Deluxe Toning Set worth $150 each.

Check campus.singapore

* Including Daily Detox Scrub, Calm Balm, No Shine Moisturiser and Revive Serum.

Two of a Kind

Perfect teeth, lightly tousled hair and manicured nails – beauty pageant events are synonymous with cherry lips and ``chic is chic’’ women, judged based on poise, personality, intelligence and eloquence. The more coveted rounds are the swimsuit and evening gown categories. The contest draws near, besides the prestigious title and crown, several other titles are given to acknowledge some of the winning attributes, other contestants possess, the Miss Congeniality and Most Beautiful Hair.

One looks like she packs a punch and the other is a fresh-faced greenhorn in the modelling industry. We look into the lives of Evangeline and Petra, two very different girls with one shared dream to be a beauty queen.

With her distinctive short-cropped hair, a reckless round side and tattoos, Petra fits in with the many young girls that have broken the stereotypes of beauty queen material and have going out make-up to til. Shunning the warpaint look of glamorous girl-like make-up, she participates in beauty contests donning only an elegant, understated style and subtle confidence.

Crowned and photographed for various beauty contests and editorial spreads, we asked her what it’s like being a beauty pageant gone wrong. She finds it fascinating to meet new people, and has managed to break out of her comfort zone. You’ve always wanted to be a role model for those who aspire to be different as it is often the most rewarding to take, but when it is done, it should be celebrated.

Competing in a beauty pageant is not all hair sprays and gels, as Petra explains. Preparing for these contests involves plenty of discipline and training, even if it only adds up to three times a week. You have to be a beauty queen wearing on a 24-hour job. I have to take care of my skin, I physically do all my interviews, it all is not only about being elegant and composed at all times, these qualities make for a good beauty queen.

The fly side of being beauty pageant is that it makes you more manipulative and looking like a million bucks. It is a struggle to be comfortable in your own skin and to see yourself not just as a marketing gimmick, but to be able to show yourself. Take it from the pageant queen that drove the road less travelled. ‘Not only is it important to let your aura come on stage, clothes cannot encourage the audience with your poise and, well, that feels better when you’re believed in by your audience.’
Hair-Raising Trends

By Marion Ang

Chalk it up. 
These are no ordinary crayons, ordinary crayons - hair chalks, as they are called, are a committed-free way to add color to your hair without worrying about harsh chemicals. Available usually in brighter pastel shades such as pink pearl or blue, this is the easiest way to create fashion buzz in your hair. It is extremely easy to apply, so it is to remove, just apply milk and silver colored chalk color in a downward motion on the tips of your hair. From wearing it bandanna style or you might create slight ruffling in your hair or simply highlight it. If you are looking to sport a different color every day, this is your solution. And with just a few clicks, this color will be exactly the same as the one you found hiding in your biggest box of crayons.

Centre of Attention 
Create summer may be here every wild北美, but now this guy, this hairchalk has proved to be a favorite this summer. It is fashionable and now it’s officially in the circle of fashion. For it to be the style of every summer season, this hairchalk was easy to be false off and it is. You can achieve it by simply dabbing/egging your hair straight and knowing it with a slick of hair collection or spray. If you are still apprehensive, note that this month is the “loosest cut of them all” so if it’s every face shape.

Short and Sweet 
The fine cut – or the Bob – is all about facing next so as a fashion. Little, bold celebrations like Emma Watson and Milly Cyran sporting cropped asymmetry, this trend requests a killer confidence and bold free structure. To quick the level of the hair, tie adding layers and highlights to clear away from the丫olated look and to make edgelessness.

Bright, Bold and Beautiful
While the likes of Rihanna and Kelly Hoppen are a fans of the summer, fall and winter, their hairstyles are not always on trend. This trend could be hard to pull off, depending on the choice of the color you choose (be it red, blue or green) you might just end up looking like a science experiment or a work of art. So if you are brave enough, do attempt this hair trend but consult your hairstylist before you jump on the bandwagon. This way, they lay the best colors in the heat stroke for your skin tone.

Looking to shake up your appearance without breaking the bank? Then give your crowning glory a makeover. We have compiled some trends that are currently sweeping across Hollywood and the globe.

Get Twisted
Keep your hair neat with soft and pretty twisted knots. Style your hair like Princess Leia’s across your head to form a wide, or build it around to create a crown. To make it look a bit flash, try using the wide velvet ribbon to tie the sides, keeping it loose and comfortable. This is a face-reinforcement statement style that is simple yet effortlessly chic. With subtle added texture and volume, you can even achieve a romantic look in minutes.

Colour Frosted Locks
For the adventurous and fashion-forward, it is always about taking a detour back. This year’s trend highlights that had and clear with the “pop-up” effect. To achieve this radical look, you would have to bleach or dyed the ends of your hair. This trend is all about choosing different shades of blonde and silver highlights, but use individually. Consider focusing to the back of the model, while the bottom versions have changed us with many styles to choose from. Here are the key things you need to do to achieve this look. You’ll need a pair of scissors and some color tips, or use your current hair color to achieve this look.
Other than Sanden and Kirin Beer Village, all the places are within reasonable walking distance from each other, though that may be a subjective opinion largely dependent on your tolerance! Though Yokohama’s train system is very convenient and highly recommended walking everywhere you can, as you can enjoy the refreshing sea breeze and beautiful view of the harbour as you stroll along!

TRIP REPORT: YOKOHAMA

Kirin Beer Village Tour

As a port city, Yokohama was one of the first cities in Japan to be exposed to foreign trade. It was here that beer started gaining popularity and the Kirin Brewery Company was founded. This free tour takes you inside the brewery and shows you how their beer is fermented and packaged, as well as the sustainable measures the company takes. At the end of the tour, the guide demonstrates how to serve a perfect head and everyone gets 3 free glasses of beer with madness!

YOKOHAMA OCTOBERFEST

Held annually at the Red Brick Warehouse, the event recreates the authentic Oktoberfest atmosphere in Munich, with a large selection of locally-brewed Japanese beer and authentic German beers specially flown in. In addition to the variety of German food like wurst and sauerkraut and not forgetting the entertaining live bands - the event was so much fun that I went for 2 consecutive days!

ARAGA BRICK WAREHOUSES

Originally used to store goods from the port, this beautiful redbrick building has been converted into a shopping and dining venue selling a variety of unique handmade items. It’s the perfect place to buy special souvenirs. The complex has several eateries and houses a branch of Kiyokawa, the makers of famous sake skins that are known for their beautiful design and craftsmanship.

COSMO CLOCK 21 AND COSMO WORLD

With its colourful illuminations and its watertower-like observation deck, Cosmo Clock 21 is the tallest Ferris wheel in the world. From the deck you can enjoy a 360° view of the Minato Mirai area. It is located in Yamashita Park, a small theme-park by the bay where you can find rides and aCNARAYA museumette toys. Dispensers take pictures in a photo booth (unlike a public machine).

YOKOHAMA LANDMARK TOWER

The tallest skyscraper in Yokohama, the 8th storey houses the Sky Garden observatory, opening up to speeds of 95km/h, the elevator takes just 40 seconds to get you to the top. In the observatory, you can enjoy a stunning panoramic view of the city, from which the night view is exceptionally gorgeous.

CUPNOODLES MUSEUM

Only recently opened a year ago, the museum is dedicated to cup noodles and the spirit of invention. The most enjoyable part was being able to try fun activities like making your own cup of noodles from scratch, right from the dipping of the dry ingredients! You can also access your own flavour of cup noodles, which then gets packaged like the ones sold in stores, complete with foil cover and plastic shrink wrap.

CHINATOWN

The largest Chinatown in Japan, it is surrounded by a colourful gate at the cardinal directions. The main drive is the food, as the streets are filled with a veritable array of stands selling everything from noodles, pancakes, buns and a side array of Chinese dishes with Japanese influence. It also houses a temple Quan Am and the park. Chinatown is also a great place to shop for cheap souvenir.

ISEYAMA KOUTAI JINGU

Built in 1892, the Iseyama Koutai Jingu enshrines the Shinto sun goddess, you have to climb up a large stone and many flights of stairs to reach it, and it's a popular spot for hanami - the first cherry blossom viewing of the year on New Year Day. You can try your luck at the ornate paper fortune, get Alice (good luck) and Chou-kishi (moderate luck)

SANKEIEN

Sankeien is a Japanese-style landscape garden founded in 1901 by silk merchant Hira Kambei, who is also referred to as the benefactor of Yokohama. The traditional garden is a stark contrast to the modernity of foreign-influenced Yokohama, and is a must to visit if you want to see something more traditional and historical in Yokohama. The garden features 17 old buildings which were specially brought in from Kyushu, Shikoku, and other parts of Japan. Here you can also experience traditional tea ceremonies and try your hand at making Japanese green tea.

MOTOMACHI

Adorable dogs and children are a common sight as people flock here during the weekends to leisurely stroll along the beautiful cobblestone streets, which are closed to traffic on weekends. The streets are lined with cute and endless shopping options where you'll also be spoilt for choice by the salty programmes selling delectable cakes and pastries.

Want to know more?

DISCOVERYOKOHAMA.JAPAN

Official site: WWW.WELCOME.CITY.YOKOHAMA.JP/ENG/TOURISM

Carissa & Grace!
BAGGING RIGHTS:
Coveting the Designer Handbag
By Marion Ang

As the object of desire for many and often perceived as merchandise for the silver spooned, luxury bags are the gold nuggets everyone wants to own. Take the Hermes Birkin, one of the most sought after handbags in the world. For its unassuming look, this dainty handbag carries a hefty $10,000 price tag. But why carry a luxury satchel that you simply sling on top of your cheap, casual everyday wear?

Tiffany Tey, 20, a polytechnic student who owns a range of branded bags from Burberry to Chanel, indulges in designer bags because of the good and lasting quality of leather.

The common denominator for acquiring these leather goods seems to be in its quality, but is quality alone the reason for the acquiring a designer bag? Imagine two bags made in the same workshop – would you rather pay the extra price for the one with a designer logo or pay less for the other?

Whether you’re really in it for the quality and design, or simply for the prestige factor and the lifetime warranty, or even just because your neighbour has one, the single true answer behind the reason for this luxury handbag craze may be elusive even to those who hold them. It joins the line of eternal questions like “Why is there an expiry date for bottled water?”

Whatever the reason, the luxurious handbag is a requisite for many in Asia these days. “As Tiffany says, “Clothes change, style changes but my designer bag stays with me as it completes me.”
OUT AND ABOUT

REVIEWS

BUD BUDDY
Makalani Jaraica
(Ammania Collection)

Small, but with a big sound – House of Marley’s in-ear headphones are designed with noise isolating ear tips that have a powerful 8mm moving coil to provide clean, crisp sound with powerful bass. Made of eco-friendly materials such as wheat wood, recycled aluminum and plastics, some models include an integrated microphone with a one-button remote. Keep jammin’ to your hip hop beats and support the earth with these cool pair of earphones, retailing at $59 each. We’re giving away 4 sets from the Jammin collection!

WELL-ROUNDED SOUND
Cresyn CS06H Pastel

With its soft over-ear pads and stainless steel design, these headphones provide dynamic sound that is balanced with a deep bass, thanks to its 40mm drivers. The sound quality is surprisingly good, considering its lightweight and comfortable design – it doesn’t feel as if you’ve put it on.

Plus, it comes in 6 pastel-colours to suit every outfit – let’s not forget, Cresyn is the biggest selling headphone brand in fashion-forward South Korea after all. For those who love their music on-the-go, the set of Cresyn CS06H Pastel Portable Stereo Headphones retails at $29.90. What’s more, we’re giving away a pair in delicious Chocolate Brown!

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN TICKETS AND PREMIUMS, CHECK OUR FACEBOOK PAGE!

CAMPUS.SINGAPORE

GIGS

22 Oct, 2012 | 9pm
Fort Canning Park
Tickets: $19
Jonas Brothers World Tour

Bursting onto the music scene with their self-titled debut album and hit single, “5.0” in 2006, the trio has been working on solo projects for the past three years, but now they are back together as part of their reunion world tour to promote their newly released fifth album. For one night only, fans can catch Kevin, Joe and Nick as they perform live in Singapore for the very first time. Tic from SSTIC.

PRODUCTIONS

27 – 29 Oct, 2012 | 7.30pm
The Republic Cultural Centre Theatre,
Republic Polytechnic
Tickets: $15

Makan Place

Created and written by ACT 3 and researched and produced by Republic Polytechnic, The Republic Cultural Centre (TRCC) Makan Place is not just any Singapore musical, it is the nation’s first original musical.

MOVIES

JONAS BROTHERS
FIRST EVER CONCERT IN SINGAPORE

OCTOBER 22, 2012, 8:00PM
FORT CANNING PARK

3 Oct, 2012 | 9pm
Singapore Indoor Stadium
580
LASALLE 3Sixty –
3-Day Visual & Performing Arts Camp

This is a 3-day non-residential camp where you can experience workshops in Design, Media Arts, Fine Arts and Performing Arts. You’ll also get a chance to collaborate with different artists and creative minds, enabling you to gain greater insight as you prepare for a career in the creative industry. Lunch and refreshments included. This workshop is only open to students of O/level or equivalent.

HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA

15 November

Cast: Miley Cyrus, Selena Gomez, Adam Sandler,

Dracula is the owner of a lavish five-star resort, Hotel Transylvania. It is a place where monsters and their families are free to roam without human interference. When Mavis’s 11th birthday rolls up, her father Orlocha decides to spend an invitation to a famous human convention, like Frankenstein, the Bride, the Mummy, a family of watermelons and many more. Just as things go off, an ordinary boy discovers the resort and falls for his teenage daughter, forcing Dracula to go into overprotective mode.

SKYFALL

(1 November)

Cast: Judi Dench, Daniel Craig

The upcoming 23rd 007 film is set after an operation in Istanbul that ends in disaster; James Bond goes missing and is presumed to be dead. The identity of all undercover MI6 agents are leaked onto the Internet and become of the subject of a government review meeting. As he follows a trail from London to the South China Sea, Bond soon finds his loyalty is put to the test, pursued by the secrets of her past. As the MI6 comes under attack, 007 must destroy the threat, no matter how personal the cost.

22 Nov, 12 Dec, 2012 | 7.30pm
Drama Centre Theatre
Tickets: $44 – $69

Hansel & Gretel

Hansel and Gretel are abandoned in a forest by their bean-brained stepmother, and they stumble upon a house made of gingerbread cookies, wells of treacle and roof made of beans. There are strange lights in the sky, and everything’s growing in the bushes. Will they make it home? A deliciously wicked musical that isn’t safe!
DRESS THE PART

Fashion is expression; what we wear everyday largely depends on how we want to portray ourselves to the world. This is what makes deciding on what to wear one of the hardest things to do, especially in the mornings.

Most people tend to have a preferred fashion style which defines what type of clothes we tend to wear and buy. The most common fashion groups that can be seen in school these days are the ‘Geeky’, ‘Edgy’ and ‘Sporty’. Read on to learn more about these dressing styles, and gain inspiration on how to achieve the edgy, edgy, or sporty looks!

GEEKY

For girls:

- Pick a high-necked top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail for a preppy look.
- Opt for a pair of vintage or high-waisted trousers.
- Finish the outfit with a pair of white sneakers and a backpack.

For boys:

- Choose a vintage or retro-inspired top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail.
- Opt for a pair of vintage or high-waisted trousers.
- Finish the outfit with a pair of white sneakers and a backpack.

SPORTY

For girls:

- Opt for a pair of high-waisted trousers, with a high-necked top and a pair of white sneakers.
- Finish the outfit with a backpack or a vintage bag.

For boys:

- Choose a vintage or retro-inspired top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail.
- Opt for a pair of high-waisted trousers, with a high-necked top and a pair of white sneakers.
- Finish the outfit with a backpack or a vintage bag.

MASH UP!!

Find the styles too boring? Mix and match the outfits to create new looks that can wow the crowd!

GEEKY + EDGY

For girls:

- Opt for a high-waisted, vintage-inspired top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail.
- Opt for a pair of vintage or high-waisted trousers.
- Finish the outfit with a pair of white sneakers and a backpack.

For boys:

- Choose a vintage or retro-inspired top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail.
- Opt for a pair of vintage or high-waisted trousers.
- Finish the outfit with a pair of white sneakers and a backpack.

SPORTY + EDGY

For girls:

- Opt for a high-waisted, vintage-inspired top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail.
- Opt for a pair of vintage or high-waisted trousers.
- Finish the outfit with a pair of white sneakers and a backpack.

For boys:

- Choose a vintage or retro-inspired top, and keep your hair in a bun or ponytail.
- Opt for a pair of vintage or high-waisted trousers.
- Finish the outfit with a pair of white sneakers and a backpack.

If you want to give off a grungy-pooey image, look the ‘Geeky’. Turn heads without tearing too much, and remember that ‘look the part to be the part’ applies for pulling these styles off.
EVERY LAST MORSEL

TOMO IZAKAYA

TOMO Izakaya’s specialties include small dishes of katsu- don, sashimi or ramen, which are best paired with their wide range of drinks, including sake and shochu. The restaurant exudes a rustic, laid-back vibe, where diners can choose to eat and unwind in a stylish or indoor izakaya style and soak in the warm and cozy atmosphere of wooden furniture and vintage Japanese beer ads.

For starters, sink your teeth into an unagi shot (48) with fresh unagi (eel) served in a savory sauce. The unagi is served in a职用的形体, fresh from the renowned Tsukiji market in Tokyo twice a week. It’s simmered in sake, with a soy and wasabi dressing.

Their mains range from their specialty braised pork (48), with its melt-in-your-mouth texture, to stone Japanese dishes like tuna bowl part of a tempura udon set (48), which is seasoned with rice topped with fresh tuna.

STRESS RELIEF

If you pride yourself on being cultured, then see if you can figure out which famous artwork we’ve spoofed with our Singaporean twist. Even if you’re stumped on your next question in class, this is at least one question you know the answer to... unless you’ve lived under a rock your whole life...

PHOTOGRAPHER: Eugene Soh (GBUSUK)

SCENE: Cary’s Bar (Uen) Rishiki Kapur (girl in sarri), Clara Loos (girl in striped dress), Eugene Soh (guy with black wings)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut out the background and the individual characters carefully. You don’t want to lose any detail of the artwork (or your finger).

2. Piece the artwork together and see if you can recreate the original position. Better yet, create your own version of the original and post it on our Facebook page if you dare.

BACHELOR OF GAMES AND VIRTUAL WORLDS

CRICOS Code: 072354M

AIE ACADEMY OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT

www.aie.edu.au/degree

Canberra Institute of Technology

Workplace • Online • Campus | cit.edu.au

facebook.com/AIEd

youtube.com/AIEd

Email international@aie.edu.au
CAMPUS COOKOUT
Crowning the Chief of the Kitchen

ENTER TO WIN PRIZES INCLUDING A 3D2N TRIP, DINING VOUCHERS, UNIQUE FOODIE PRIZES FROM AROUND THE WORLD, AND MUCH MORE!!

Whether you love creating strange culinary concoctions like instant noodles with chilli cheese, or think you’re Jamie Oliver in the campus, then we want you!

ENTER NOW: facebook.com/campus.singapore
ENTRY PERIOD: 29 Oct - 12 Nov

STEP 1:
Upload a photo of your culinary creation and your own recipe on our Facebook app. The quirkier the concoction, the better your chances of getting picked! And your creation may be featured in our December issue!

STEP 2:
We will announce the 3 prize-winning finalists who will get to show us their culinary skills live (in teams of 2) at a kitchen studio! The 2 grand winners will be judged by a professional chef.

Maybank eVibes Card
Main Sponsor

Plate Sensations
Venue Sponsor

STQ
Trip Sponsor